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ABSTRACT 

Speaker Recognition is a major task when security applications 
through speech input are needed. Regarding speaker identity, 
several factors of variability must be considered: a) Factors 
concerning peculiar intra-speaker variability (manner of 
speaking, inter-session variability, dialectal variations, 
emotional condition, etc.) or forced intra-speaker variability 
(Lombard effect, cocktail-party effect). b) Factors depending on 
external influences (kind of microphone, channel effects, noise, 
reverberation, etc). To cope with all these variability sources, a 
specific speech database called AHUMADA has been designed 
and collected for speaker recognition tasks in Castilian Spanish. 
AHlTMADA incorporates six different recording sessions, 
including both in situ and telephone speech recordings. A total 
of 104 male speakers uttered isolated digits, digit strings, 
phonologically balanced short utterances, phonologically and 
syllabically balanced rc+d text and more than one minute of 
spontaneous speech, so about 15 GB of speech material is 
available. Speaker verification results, concerning the available 
variability sources are also presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION’*’ 

As it has been already mentioned, speech variability is a main 
degradation factor in speaker recognition tasks. Both intra- 
speaker and external variability sources produce mismatch 
between training and testing phases. Usually, training phase is 
accomplished under controlled or supervised conditions, 
referred as (ideal) “laboratory” conditions, while testing phase 
is done under unpredictable or even unknown real conditions. 
This mismatch between phases causes appreciable degradation 
in recognition experiments, and many robust techniques have 
been proposed to deal with it [I, 21. Anyway, in many cases, the 
mismatch problem is still an open question. 

Our goal in this paper is to present AWM.4l>A speech 
database, the first large corpora in Castilian Spanish designed 
for speaker recognition purposes, in the line of other existing 

large corpora for other languages [3, 5, 61; and then, testing how 
some of the variability factors included in it may affect speaker 
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verification experiments. Some examples of the variability 

factors included in AIIUMADA corpus can be: iw situ 
recordings and telephone speech; read texts at difl‘erent speech 
rate; read speech versus spontaneous speech; dill‘crent 
microphones and telephone handsets, inter-session variability in 
six different recording sessions; dialectal variations of speakers 
(which may be even different for one particular speaker when 
reading or naturally speaking); or fixed utterances for all 
speakers through all sessions versus specific utterances for each 
speaker in each session. 

‘lhe paper is organized as follows. ln section 2, the design and 
collection of AHUMADA speech corpus is presented. In section 
3, the speaker verification system used over the speech corpus 
available is dcscribcd. In section 4, some results at testing 
phase, concerning the available variability sources present in it, 
are shown. Finally, some conclusions are extracted and some 
future work is proposed in section 5. 

2. ‘AHUMADA’ SPEECH DATABASE 

2.1. Design of the Speech Corpus 

The speech corpus has been designed to include many of the 
speaker variability sources, allowing us to focus on them and 
study their underlying effects in speaker verification systems 

[4]. In this sense, the enrolled speakers where rcquestcd to utter 
the following: 

a) 24 isolated digits, discarding the lirst and the last 
two of them due to prosodic considerations. The 
remaining 20 digits consist in two repetitions of 
isolated digits from 0 to 9. 

b) 10 digit strings consisting of ten digits each, being 
the first five strings identical for all speakers through 
all recording sessions, and the last five strings specific 
for each speaker for all sessions. 

c) IO phonologically balanced utterances of 8-12 word 
length. These utterances were identical for all speakers 
through all sessions. 

d) 1 phonologically and syllabically balanced text, of 
about 180 words (more than 1 minute of duration), read 



at a normal speaking rate. This text was lixed for all 
speakers through all sessions. 

. e) 2 repetitions of the previous tised text, asking the 
speakers to read it at a fast and at a slow speaking rate. 
(this task was only requested in sessions I, 3 and 5, 
where in situ recordings were accomplished). 

l f, 1 specific text, different from speaker to speaker and 
from session to session, for each speaker. This text was 
randomly selected from novels and newspapers, and at 
least 1 minute of this kind of speech is available. 

. g) More than 1 minute of spontaneous speech, asking 
every speaker to &scribe (without long pauses and 
hesitations) whatever they wanted. There were 
available some paintings and pictures, and subjects like 
“describe your last holidays”, -‘describe the place where 
you live/were born”, etc., were also suggested. 

2.2 Phonological and Syllabic Balance 

Tasks 2.1 .c) and 2. I .d) have been specifically designed in order 
to reproduce the frequency of appearance of phonemes and 

syllabic schemes in spoken Castilian Spanish [g]. The selected 

lexicon corresponds to the most usual in Spanish [9]. The 
‘standard’ frequency of appearance used in the design phase has 
been measured over an oral corpus of more than 20,000 words 

[IO]. 

The total number of phonemes in task 2.1.~) is 409. The 
correlation coelYicient (Pearson test) between Spanish 
‘standard’ phonological appearance and the designed utterances 
was 0.9966. In the same task, the total number of syllables was 
185 with a syllabic correlation coefficient of 0.9963. In task 
2.1 .d), a fixed text for all speakers with about 180 words, there 
is a total number of phonemes of 712. The correlation 
coefficient between Spanish ‘standard’ phonological appearance 
and the designed text was 0.9988. Moreover, the total number 
of syllables in it was 3.05, being in this case the correlation 
coefficient 0.9960. In both tasks, the level of significance is 
0.001 (the maximum attainable). 

2.3 Data Collection and Recording Sessions 

As it has been previously mentioned, six recording sessions 
were established. Sessions 1, 3 and 5 were in situ recorded in a 
quiet room and supervised by a trained operator. In each of these 
in situ recordings, two different input channels were 
simultaneously used: in one of them, the same microphone was 
used for all sessions; in the other, different microphones were 
used from session to session. 

The notation used to specify both microphones in each case is 

Ml&~-l and MICn-2, were n corresponds to one of the three 
possible sessions. Consequently, MIC l-1, MIC3-1 and MICS_I 
were the same microphone, namely SONY ECM-66B, lavaher 
unidirectional electret type, at about IO cm. from the speaker 
mouth. MIC l-2 is an AKG D80S dynamic cardioid microphone, 
placed on a desk at about 30 cm. from speaker. MlC3-2 is an 
AKG C4 1 O-B head-mounted dynamic microphone. MIC5-2 is a 

low-cost Creative l.abs desk microphone for PC sound-card 
applications. 

ln sessions 2, 4 and 6, telephone lint was used to collect the 
data. In session 2, every speaker was making a phone call from 
the same telephone in an internal-routing call. In session 4, 
speaker were requested to make a local call from its own home 
telephone, trying to search a quiet enviromnent (they were asked 
to be alone in a closed room). In session 6, a local call was made 

from a quiet room, using 10 different standard handsets [7]. In 
this last telephone recording session, simultaneous microphone 
acquisition was performed (MIC6-2), using the same lavalicr 
type SONY microphone as in MIC l-1, MIC3-I and MIC5-1. 

In each session, both microphones (connected through a high- 
quality Behringer MlC502 preamplifier) and telephone lines 
(connected through a specific adapter) were fed to a professional 
DAT device (Tascam DA-30 MKII), were digital recording at 
44.1 kIIz. was accomplished. 

2.4 Recording-Room Acoustics 

A quiet room was selected to make the recordings of sessions I, 
3, 5 and 6 (simultaneous telephone and microphone input). No 
anechoic chamber or acoustic cabin was used, as we wanted to 
have real-environment (quiet) recording conditions. To avoid 
undesired room reverberation, several acoustic panels were 
placed around the desk were recordings were made. 

Measurements done with acoustic specilic equipment showed 
good acoustic conditions for the speech recording sessions. An 
equivalent noise level of only 27 dBA was measured, and the 
upper limit for the reverberation time in a third-octave band 
analysis is 0.48 sets. 

2.5 Distribution of Ages 

The distribution of ages was designed in order to model a 
possible distribution of users of a certain speaker recognition 
application. Equi-distribution of ages may not respond to real 
users distribution, and more weight has been applied to the 
range of ages between 28 and 42 years. Figure 1 shows the 
distribution in five-year periods 
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Fig. l.- Distribution of ages in live-year intervals for 
AI IUMADA speech corpus. 



2.6 Time Interval between Sessions 

As inter-session variability is an important factor to be taken 
into account in speaker recognition-oriented databases, at lcast a 
titnc interval separation of IS days between equivalent sessions 
(on one side, microphone sessions 1, 3 and 5, and on the other 
side, telephone sessions 2, 4 and 6) was tneant to. Anyway, the 
enrollment availability of speakers may have caused some 
deviations from these initial requirements. 

Recordings began in June 1997, with session 1. Following, it 
can be found the titne intervals between session I and the rest of 
the sessions: 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

3. 

Session 2: 73% of recordings were done within 15 days 
interval frotn session 1. Specifically, 36% were 
accomplished the same day of session I. The maximutn 
titne interval (100% of recordings) is 40 days. 
Session 3: 80% of recordings were done between 20 
and 40 days after session 1, and 92% between 15 and 
50 days. The minimum interval is 10 days atter session 
I, and the maximum is 80 days. 

Session 4: 73% of recordings were accotnplished in a 
time interval of 15 to 50 from session 1. 19% were 
done between 40 and 80 days after session 1. 

Sessioit 5: The minitnutn interval between session 1 
and session 5 is 30 days. 77% of them were acquired 
between 40 and 80 days after session I, while 10% 
were separated in time from 80 to more than 90 days. 
Session 6: The tninitnum titne interval of session 6 
recordings is 30 days after session 1. 78% of speech 
tnaterial was recorded between 40 and 80 days abler 
session I. The last 9% of recordings were done 
between 80 and more than 90 days after session 1. 

SPEAKER VERIFICATION SYSTEM 

In order to perform some speaker recognition tests over the 
available data, a speaker verification system has been used. As 
we wanted to evaluate text-independent verification results, 

Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [ 11, 151 have been used. Due 
to the lack of time, tests were accomplished over a subset of 
(randomly-selected) 25 speakers frotn the total number of 104 
available speakers. As a previous stage, silences longer than 0.8 
s. were retnoved, and the first 40 s. of speech have been used for 
training purposes. Read fixed text (task 2. I .d) frotn session 1 
has been used to train in all cases the system, generating one 
model per speaker. All speech tnaterial used for training and 
testing has been down-satnpled to 8 k)Iz. Cepstral coefficients 
derived from LPC analysis (LPCC) of order 10 have been used 
as feature vectors. Frames of 30 ms. taken every 120 samples 
wilth Hamming windowing and prc-emphasis factor of 0.97 are 
used as input to the systetn. As in some cases there was not 
enough speech material for the testing phase, overlapping 
between consecutive testing sequences has been forced: 0% for 
5 s. sequences, 50% for 10 s. sequences and 66.6% for 15 s. 
sequences. 

All 25 speakers were used as claimants for their corresponding 
tnodels and as itnposters for the rest of speaker models. ‘l’ests 

without normalization and with likelihood-dotnain 

normalization [ 12, 13, 141 have been accomplished. As the 
density at point X (input sequence) for all speakers other than 
the true speaker, S, is frequently dominated by the density for 
the nearest reference speaker, we have applied the following 
normalization criterion: 

log I,( .V) = log p( X/S = S,) - tnax log p( -Y/.S) 
SE rcf.StSc 

where S, means claitned speaker model. l3alance betweett false 
rejection error and false alann errors is searched, so equal error 
rate (ElZR) for each speaker is computed; and average EER 
through all speakers for each case is presented in the next 
section. 

4. SPEAKER VERIFICATION RESULTS 

As it has been already mentioned in the preceding section, 
tnodel training has been performed using about 40 s. of read 
speech from a fixed text, equal for all speakers (task 2.1 .d), 
corresponding to session I and using MIC l-1. The remaining 
speech frotn this task (same session, same microphone) has been 
used for initially testing the verilication systctn, in order to 
establish some baseline results for the rest of testing 
experiments. Figure 2 shows these results. 
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Figure 2.- Verification results with both 64 mixture and 
128 tnixture GMh4s when no normalization is applied. 

Baseline results in Figure 2 do not include normalization. When 
likelihood-domain normalization was applied, EERs less than 
0.5% were found in all referred cases. 1;igure 3 shows 
verilication results when testing was accomplished with 
spontaneous speech (task 2. I .g) from session I using MlC I-1. 
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Figure 3.- UZR for diKerent duration of testing 
sequences of spontaneous speech, session I, MIC 1-I. 



In Figure 4, same training text used for training and testing (task 
2.1.d) of session 1, but considering the effect of using the 
second microphone (MK I-2). 
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Figure 4.- Verification results due to using different 
microphones in training and testing phases. 

Finally, Figure 5 presents EER for testing sequences of 
spontaneous speech (task 2.1 .g) of session 5 with MICS-1. 
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Figure 5.- Inter-session variability between sessions I 
and 5, testing with spontaneous speech. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

A large Castilian Spanish corpus for speaker recognition tasks 
has been presented. Speaker verification experitnents described 
in Section 4 show excellent results when same session, satne 
microphone, satne task, and enough atnount of testing data (15 
s.) is used: normalizing the results of Fig. 1 gives less than 0.5% 
EER. These two last mentioned parameters, namely testing 
sequence lenght and likelihood-dotnain normalization, produce, 
with no doubt, significant itnprovetncnts in all cases. When just 
the kind of speech is changed, from read speech to spontaneous 
descriptive speech (Fig. 3), EER increases to (in the best case) 
2.1% which is still an acceptable limit. Nevertheless, if we use 
read speech to test but we change the microphone used (Fig. 4) 
we get a best EER of 4.3%. If we focus on inter-session 
variability (Fig. 5) with spontaneous testing speech, 8.5% EBR 
is obtained as besl. 

Anyway, these results tnay only give a certain initial idea of the 
possibilities that AHUMADA database can offer in speaker 
recognition tasks. ln this sense, the use of more eflicienl 

features, including A and AA cepstra, A and AA energy; the use 
of channel compensating techniques like CMN and RASTA; the 
use of multi-session and tnulti-task training; the use of more 

sophisticated normalization schemes, including general 
population models, etc., and the testing results for all 104 
speakers, will focus the work to be done in the near future over 
the multi-variability data of AI IUMAI>A corpus. 
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